
INTRODUCTION.- By using the definitions of o-regular and completely

o-regular functions from a topological space S to a finite directed

Graph G (see Background we go on (see [3J,(4J and [5])with the stu-

dy of normalization theorems for regular homotopy. To this purpose,

given a partition P of S, we introduce the definitions of quasi

constant and weakly quasi-constant function with respect to P (see

Definitions 4 and 10). Then, by using al so the first normalization

theorem (see [4], Theorem 12) we prove that any o-regular function

from a compact space S to G is completely o-homotopic and weakly

quasi-constant w.r.t. a suitable partition P. (The second normaliza

tion theorem) (see Theorem 3).

The previous theorem can be refined when S is a compact triangu

lable space, proving that any o-regular function from S to G lS

completely o-homotopic to a function pre-cellular w.r.t. a suitable
(*)

decomposi tion C of S. (The third norma l ization theorem) (see

Theorem 6).

Moreover we prove that between two pre-cellular functions which are

o-homotopic, there exists al so a homotopy which is pre-cellular w.r.t.

a suitable decomposition of SxI. (The third normalization theorem for

homotopies) (see Theorem 8).

Then alI the previous results are generalized td the case between

pairs of topological spaces and of graphs (see § 5,6) and tQ the case

between (n+l)-tuples (see § 7).

At least we apply the results to the case of n-dimensionaI groups

of regular homotopy and we obtain that in any class of regular homotopy

group there exists a loop which is a pre-cellular function w.r.t. a
n .

suitable triangulation (subdivisiòn into cubes) of I . With references

to this, we remark that the subdivisions into cubes are useful to give

a combinatorial interpretation of homotopy groups by blocks of vertices:

(*) For simplicity, we consider the finite decompositions C of S
by topen) CW-complexes which satisfy the condition that for alI

<Y" C, ~ is a subcomplex af c.



(see [10]).

The previous results will be used in a next paper to prove that

regular homotopy groups are isomorphic to the classical homotopy

groups ot the polyhedron /KGr of the simplicial complex KG associated

with G, whose simplexes are given by the totally headed subsets

of G.



O) Background.
==============

Let X be a non-empty subset of a finite directed graph G. A vertex of

X is called a head of X in G if it is a predecessor of alI the other

vertices of X. We denote by HG (X) the set of the heads of X 1n G. X is

called headed j,f H(X) l</> and totaZZy headed if alI the non-empty subsets

of X are headed.

Given a function f: S -? G, where $ is a ·topological space, we denote by

capitaI letter V the set of alI the f-counterimages of ve: G, and, if we

want to emphasize the function f, we write vf = f- 1 (v).

We calI image-enveZope of a point x c S by f, and we denote by <f(x» ,

the set of vertices, such that the closure of their f-counterimages includ

the point i. e .. v lO (f(x» # x € V
f .

A function f: S~G is called o-reguZar, if, f"r alI different v,w€.. G,

such that v is not a predecessor of w, i t is V n W = fI. We proved that f is

o-regular iff:

i) <f(x» is headed, V'x € S;

ii) f(x)e: H«f(x»), V'x €. S. (See [5], Proposition 2).

So it is natural to define a more restrictive class of functions by sayi

that a function f: S~G is compZeteZy o-reguZar (or simply c.o-reguZar) if

i') <f(x» is totally headed, Vx€: S;

ii') f(x)€ H«f{x»), V'x €. S.

Afterwards we also consider functions satisfying only condition i', whic

we calI compZeteZy quasi ·reguZar functions. In (5) we proved that a

completely quasi regular function can be replaced by a c,o-regular one by

constructing the o-patterns of the function (where an o-pattern of a

function f: s .... a is a function g: S-"G such that g(X)é H«f(x»), Vx€: S).

In the case of pairs of topological spaces S,S' and of pairs of graphs G,C

in [5J in order to introduce the o-patterns, we gave the definition of

baZanced function i.e .of a function f: S,S'~G,G' such that <f(x'»=

=<f'(x'», V'x'E.. S'. With reference to this we remember that if the

subspace S' is open in S, alI the functions are balanced.

UJ EnZargabiZity of sets in a uniform space.
~===========================================

DEFINITION 1. 

the uniformi ty of

(W), V'x e:. S) and

Let (S,7.J) be a uniform space,

S. Given a vicini ty Wc V , we

W(X) = U W(x), YXcS.
x E.. X

where the fiZter 1f is

put W(x) = {y €. S / (x,y)

'REMARK. - If (S, d) lS a metr ic SDace the subsets wE = [(n. (]) l'. S" S I



p,q)<E], t>O, constitute a basis of the uniformity induced by the

tric d.

DEFINITION 2. - Let (S/W) be a uniform space and W a vicinity of ti.

len n subsets Xl"",Xn of S are called W-enlargable if w(xl)n •.. n

'X)=ft·
n

REMARK. If Xl' ••. ,Xn are W-enlargable, then alI the m-tuples (m > n) ,

)tained by adding any n-m subsets of S, are stilI W-enlargable

DEFINITION 3. - Let (S,d) be a metric space and Xl'" "X
n

subsets

. We call enlargability of the n-tuple xl, .•• ,X
n

, and we denote by

nlCX
I

, ... ,Xn ) the non-negative real number r such that:

{
= ~,

I~, VE > r.

of

REMARK 1. - If x
1

n ... n X
n

~ li, we put enUX1, ... ,Xn ) = 0, while if

,ne at least among the Xi is empty, we put enl(Xl, .•• ,X
n

) = diameter

)f S.

REMARK 2. - t.et Xl' ••• ,XlfI be a m-tuple of subsets of S, obtained by

3.dding to the n-tuple Xl' ... ,Xn any m-n subsets of ',S, then en l (Xl' ... ,

K ) ~ en U Xl' ... ,X ).n m

REMARK 3. - 1et Xl I;f, X2 I;f. It resuHs enUX1,X2)~d(Xl,X2)';;

2enUX1 ,X
2
). In fact if we put d(Xl ,X2 ) ='[, for alI e. there exist xlSX

l
and ye.X

2
such that d(x,y)<->z+é. Henceit is w"I.+~(Xl)n W"l+E(X

2
) I p,

i.e. enl(X
l
,X

2
)< "l+E = d(X l ,X2 ) + E.. Since é. is arbitrary, it follows

enUX
1
,X

2
) ~ d(X l ,X

2
)·

• (X X) F Il °>0 '... wr +
t

(Xl) n wr + é (X
2

l .,t d.Moreover let r = en& l' 2' or a ~ le lS , r r
. r+é r+E(;Then there eXlst z € W (Xt )() W X2 ), Xl € Xl and X 2 é. X2 such that

d(X
l
,X

2
) ~ d(x

l
,x

2
) ~ d(x l ,z)+d(x

2
,z)';; 2r + 2é. = 2enl(Xl ,X2 ) + 2E.. Since

é is arbitrary, it follows d(Xl,X2)~ 2enl(X t ,X2 ). We remark that it may

be d(X l ,X2 )<2enl(Xl ,X2 ). In fact if S = {x l 'x 2} is the discrete metric

space, where d(x l ,x2 ) = l, it is enU{xll,{x21) = 1.

PROPOSITION

ity of S (If)

l. - Let S be a compact space and the fi lter V the unifor!!2

If, for n subsets Xl"" ,Xn of S, it results Xl n ...n X
n

('") .
We remark that ln a compact space

compatible with the topology (see [2]

there exists only one uniformity

, Cap. 2,94, nO l).



= Jt, then there exists a vieinity WE;W sueh that X1"" ,X
n

are W

enlargable.

Proof. - We suppose alI the sets X. are non-empty, otherwise the
'l-

proposition is trivial. Since S is compact, Vi = l, .•. ,n, the famiIy

{W(Xi~' YW(lJ,con~titute a basis of the neighbourhoods filter of Xi

(see [2], Cap. 2, 5> 4, nO 3); moreover, since S is normal, the

neighbourhoods filter of Xi is closed. Consequently,{W(X
l

) n ... n W(Xn)l

YW<:1.J'is the basis of a closed filter 'J'. Now, if ':t is the null filter,

there exists W<:'J- such that W(X
l

) n ... n W(X
n
3 =;f = W(X

l
) n ... n W(Xn ),

i.e. Xl'" "Xn are W-enIargabIe. Otherwise, since S is compact, there

exists a point x adherent to ~ , and since ~ is a closed filter, x 6

W(Xl) n ... n W(X ), YW ~ 1J'. Then i t is x é. W(x .), YW' lJ', i = 1, ... , n.
n 'l-

As the sets W(X.) constitute a basis of the neighbourhoods filter of
'l-

X., it follows X€X., i = l, ..• ,n, i.e. XE:Xln ....n X. Contradiction
'l- 'l- n

COROLLARY 2.

of S sueh that

- Let S be a eompaet metrie

x
1

n ... nx =;/, then it is. n

spaee and Xl'" "Xn subsets

enl(X
l

, ... ,Xn » O. D

2) The seeond normalization theorem.
====================================

DEFINITION 4. - Let A be a non-empty set, G a finite grapn and p =

= {Xj1, jE.J, a partition of A. A fur;etion f: A.-,.G is ealled quasi

constant with respect to P (w.r.t.P) or P-constant if the restrietions

of f to eaeh X. are eonstant funetions. Mareover , if A is a topo

logieal spaee : f:A~G is ealled weakIy quasi-constant w.r.t. P or

weakly P-costant if the restrietions af f to the interior of every

X. are eonstant.
J

REMARK. - If p' - {X'} k E; K is a partition of A finer than p,- k ~ "
i.e. if alI the Xi E.. P are the union of elements XkE.. P', then the

function f is obviously quasi-contant al so w.r. t. P'.

DEFINITION 5. - Let (S;IJ) be a uniform spaee and W a vieinity of tr.

A subset X of S is ealled small of order W or a W-subset if XxX ç W.

Moreover a family X = {Xjl, jéJ, is ealled small of order W or a

W-famiIy if X .xX. ç W, l'j € J.
J J

REMARK 1. - If W is closed and (XA,jéJ) is a W-family, (x), jE.J,

is a W-famiIy'



REMARK 2. - If S is metric,

that the diameter of X is < é

:x: is <E. •

4

small of order W[ is the same as saying

and, respectively, the mesh of the family

THEOREM 3. - (The second normalization theorem). Let S be a compact

space, the filter W the uniformity of S, G Cl finite directed graph and

f: S-+G a completely o-regular function from S to G. Then there exists

a vicinity Wé7J such that, for all the W-partitions P = [xjt, j€.J,

there exists a function h: S-+G which is completely o-regular, weakly

P-constant and completely o-homotopic to f.

Proof· - Consider alI the n-tuples a 1" •• , a n , n ~ 2, non-headed in G.

Since f is c. o-regular, it follows Aln .. . nA
n

=;:1. By Proposition l,

for every n-tuple al, ... ,a , there exists a vicinity V(a l ,· .. ,an ) E: lJ

such that Al, ..• ,A are V(B l ,·· ~an)-enlargable. Then we put V =

n (a , ... ,a) n d 'd . t' ... or= V 1 n an conSl er a Slmrne rlC vlclnlty W~~ such that

WO W ç. V. Now, if P = {Xj }' j tE. J, is a W-partition, we can define a

relation g: S~G, by putting, as constant value, for every X.eP, any
J

vertex of H({f(Xj)}J. We prove that g satisfies the following condi-

tions:

i) g is a fu~ion. We have only to state that, for alI X., the set
J

{f(X j )} = [al'" .,anI is headed. Suppose it is non-headed, and let

xi"" ,x E: X. be, such that f(x l ) = al'"'' f(x ) = a . Since X.x X.n J . n n J J
c W it follows (xr'x s )€ W, r,s = l, ... ,n, and also Xl€. W(xl)n ... n

W(x) c V(A1Jn ... n V(A
n

). Contradiction.

ii) g is completely quasi-regular, i.~ .Yx€. S the image-envelope

<g(x» is totally-headed. Suppose there exists XE Sand a n-tuple

al, ... ,ant. <g(x» non-headed. Then it results x~A~n •.• nA; and so

w(x) n A~ "ft, Yi = 1, ... ,n. Hence in W(X) there are n points xl'"''
1- g.

X such that x.€oA., Y1- = l, .•• ,n. But, from the definition of g,
n 1- 1-

there exist n elements X.E: P and n points y. such that g(x.)=a.=f(y.),
1- 1- 1- 1- 1-

vi = l, .•. ,n where x.,Y.€oX .. Since p is a W-partition, we have
1- 1- 1-

(x .,y.) €o W. Therefore by (x,x.) €o W, (x .,y.) E; W and WO W C V, Vi=l, ... ,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1,

n, it results x€-V(Y1Jfl ... n V(YnJ ç V(A1)fl ... ()V(A n )· Contradiction.

iii) The function F: SxI->rG, given by:

(

f(x) Yx €. S, Vt €.[o,~[
F(x,tJ = g(x) Yx €. S, Vtt.[~,lJ

is eompletely quasi-regular. This is true Yx~ S, Yt ,,~, since f and g

are completely quasi-regular functions. We have to prove this also Yx

€o S, t =~, i.e. that <F(x,t» = <f(xJ>U('g(x» is totally headed.

Suppose x,; Sand let al"" ,an €. <f(x»U<g(x» be a n-tuple non-headed.
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We can order the a. in such a way that a , ... ,a € <: f(x» and a
p

+
l
"'"

1- 1 -f P _
a n € <f(x) - <g(x). Therefore it is XE.Aln ... nA f , and so

W(X) n A{ l;f, Vi := 1, ... ,p. Hence there are in W(x)p p points xl, ... ,x

such that x. € Ai., Vi := 1, ... ,p. Then it is X€ W(x ) n . .. n w(x ) ç P
1- 1- 1 P

V(A{)n ... nV(A
f

). Moreover it is x€,A g n ... nAg, and by ii) it
p p+l n

follows xE. V(A
f

l)n ... n V(A f ). Hence we obtain the contradiction
f p+ f n

x€. V(Al)n ... n V(A
n

).

Now if we consider any o-pattern h of g, we obtain the sought functiol

In fact we have:

i') h: S~G is -completely o-regular (see [5J, Proposition n.
ii') h is weakly p-constant by the definition of o-pattern of a quasi

constant function.

iii') h is completely o-homotopic to f. Since the homotopy F is

completely quasi-regular by iii), there exists an o-pattern E of F

Cwhich is completely o-regular by [5J, Proposi tion 7). Moreover we can

choose E such that E(x, O) := f(x), E(x, 1) := h(x), Vx € S, since f and h

are completely o-regular i.e. f(x)€, H((f(x») := H(<F(x,O») and

h(x)E. H«g(x)-) := H«F(x,l»), Vx€S. Then h is completely o-homotopic

to f by E. tI

REMARK l. If W is a closed set, we can g~ve the function g, by

choosing as constant image of X
j

€ P any vertex of H({f(X j )}).

REMARK 2. - If S i-s a compact metric space, we can det-ermine a real

positive number r and choose partitions P with mesh <r. In fact, we

have just to calculate enl(A , ... ,A ), Vn-tuple al" .. ,a non-headed;
1 n - n

so the real number r is given by ~ inf(enl(Al,·· .,An )).

REMARK 3. - If G is an undirected graph, the function g can be

choosen quasi-constant. Moreover if S is a compact metric space, by

Remark to Definition 2, we have just to consider the couples of non

adjacent vertices ah,a
k

and then to find the distances d(Ah,A k ) rather

than the enlargabilities enl(Ah,A
k

). Consequently, if we put r' :=

inf(d(Ah,Ak)) and r := ~inf(enl(Ah,Ak))' since by Remark 3 to Definition

3 it follows r':::; 4r, we can choose a covering p := IX .J, j€ J, with
r' [J Jmesh <~ . So we obtain again Property 7 of 8.

3) The third normalization theorem.

By comparing the second normalization theorem for directed and
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undireeted graphs, we remark an asymretry sinee for the former we are able to eonstrU2t

a q.constant frnction, while for the latter we obtain only a weal<ly q.eonstant ftnetion

Nevertheless, by choosing a particlÙar oompact space S, also for direeted graphs we

obtain results sirnilar to those for U1directed graphs. For this puroose we consider the

compact trianglÙ.able spaces and its finite deoompositions C by (oDen) eW-complexes (see

[13J, Cap. VII) which satisfy the eondition:

(l) V6E.e, ~ is a subcomplex of C, Le. V~6e, ~n 6' ~ y5

DEFINITION 6. - Let C be a finite aeUuZar aompZex and V a subset of aeUs of e. We

denote by Ici a reaZization of C and by Ivl the subspaae of C aonstituted by the points

of the aeUs of V.

REMAR!<. - Nevertheless, if there is no ambiguity, we denote by o' both a celI and the

subspace I<S'I • So, for example, we write Ci rather than 10'1·

DEFINITION 7. - Let V be a non-empty subset of aeUs of a finite aompZex e. We aaU

star of a point xe Ivl w.r.t. V, and write stv(x), the set of the aeZZs of V whose

cZosure in Ici, and therefore in Ivl, incZudes x. Moreover we aaZZ star of a subset

xclvl W.T'.t. D, and write stV(X), the set of the aeUs of' D, whose aZosure has a non

empty interseation with X. SimiZarZy we aan de!ine the star stV(e() of a celI of V

and the star stV(D') of a subset D' of D. Then, if D = C, simpZy we write st(x), st(X!

... , rather than ste(x), ste(X), ... , •

REMAR!< 1. - The stars are open sets in IDI. In fuct their compleJ!'ents are closed in

Ivl, since if for a celI ~it is ~clvL also it fulIows ~clvl. Then, if D = C, the

complements of the stars are subcomplexes of e.

REMAR!< 2. - If x is any point of a celI f5 eV, then stV(x) = stD(6'). In fact in tol
it reslÙts x e :r:~ <S"' c. t'.

DEFINITION 8. - Let V be a subset of aeZZs of a finite aeZZuZar aompZex C. A aeZZ

1;: e V is said to be rrax:inal in V if it is ?:' = stV (?:)'

REMAR!<. - A aeU is maximaZ in V iff it is an open set in Ivl. Consequently the celIs

max:iJral in a star are the celIs maxÌJn3.1 in C which are inelu:led in the star.

DEFINITION 9. 

x a point of Ivl
Let V be a subset of aeZZs of a finite aompZex c.
and X a subset of Ivl. We denote by st~(x) (resp.

(*)
We add (1), smce we consider celIlÙar subdivisions (triangulations and subdi-

visions into cilies) of this kind. Nevertheless we can obtain the sarre reslÙ.ts also
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st~(X)) the set of the maximal cells of D, whose closure includes x

(resp. has non-empty intersection with X). If D = C simply we write
m( ) m m mst x and st (X), rather than stC(x) and stC(X),

REMARK. - Let x be any point of a cell fS e; D, then obviously it
m m

results stD(x) = stD(fS).

DEFINITION lO. - Let C be a finite ce llular complex and G a finite

graph. A function f: lCI~G is called quasi-constant w.r.t. C or C-con

stant if f is quasi-constant w.r.t. the partition determined by the

cellular decomposition of Ici. Then, if D is a non-empty subset of

cells of C, the function f:lcl~G is called properly quasi-constant in

D w.r.t. C or properly C-constant in D, if, for all the cells ~. non

maximal in D, there exists a cell 'l:' € D (different from 6'), such that:

i) the restrictions of f to sand to ~ are identical.

ii) €' C 1:'.

At least if D = C the function f: jcl-G is called properly quasi-constan1

w.r.t. C or properly C-constant.

REMARK. - A function f: ICI~G (properly) C-constant is also (properly~

quasi-constant w.r.t. a cellular decomposition C' finer than C.

PROPOSITION 4. - Let C be a finite cellular complex, D a subset of

cells of C, G a finite graph and f: Icl-->G a C-constant function. Then

it results <f(x» = f(st(x)), VXE:/ci.

Moreover, the function f is properly C~constant in D iff it is

f(stD(o)) = f(st~(fS')), V&CD.

At least, if D = C, the previous relation is equivalent to <f(x) =

f(stm(x)), Vxe:lci.

Proof. - i) Let v be any vertex of G and ~ any celI of C, then it

follows:

ve <f(xI)4==4>xcVf 4=l> 36'/ XE:5' and f(3') = v4=j> 36'/6'Est(X) and f(5')

= v<J=;:::pvEf(st(x)).

ii) If it is f(st (5')) = f(st m
(~), V5'E: D, the function f is properly

D D m
C-constant in D, since, VGE. D, from f(6')E: f(stD(fS')) we obtain there

exists in D a maximal celI ~ such that SE. è' and f(fi) = f('è'J. The con

verse follows from the definition of properly quasi-constant function.

iii) By Remark 2 to Definition 7, by Remark to Definition 9 and by i),

the condition <f(x» = f(stm(x)), vxe/cl, is equivalent to f(st(o')) =

f(st
m

(6')), V6"E. C. t:l



VG'E: C.
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In order to employ briefer notations, we give the following:

DEFINITION Il. - Let C be a finite cellular complex and G a finite

directed graph. A completely o-regular function f:)cl->G, which is

properly C-constant is called a function pre-cellular w.r.t. C or a

C-pre-cellular function.

PROPOSITION 5. - Let C be a finite cellular complex and G a finite

directed graph. Then every C-pre-ceUular function f: Icl-G is

characterized,up to complete o-homotopy, by the restriction of f to the

set of the maximal cells of C.

Proof. -Let g: ICI-G be a C-pre-cellular function which takes the

same values as f on alI the maximal cells of C. By Proposition 4 it

results <f(x» = f(stm(x)) = g(stm(x)) = <g(x), Vxe:/ci. Since g is

c. o-regular, it is g(x)e: H(g(x») = H«f(x)), i.e. g is an o-pattern

of f and then g is c. o-homotopic to f. (See [5] , Proposi tion 7). O

THEOREM 6. - (The third normalization theorem). Let S be a compact

triangulable space, G a finite directed graph and f: S~G a completely

o-regular function. Then, for every finite cellular decomposition C

of S with suitable mesh, there exists a C-pre-cellular function h: S~

G which is completely o-homotopic to f.

Proof. -Let C be a cellular decomposition of S with mesh < r, where

r = !..inf(enl(A1, ... ,A )), Va1, ... ,a non-headed n-tuple of G (see
2 n n

Remark 2 to Theorem 3). Then we construct the function g by choosing,

V e5 i E C, a vertex in H( [f(G'i) 1) rather than in H( [f(b'i)1) (see Remark

l to Theorem 3). Hence, Vx €-Icl, it is H(g(stm(x))) C H(g(x»). Given,

indeed, a vertex a'E.H(g(stm(x))) and a celI?:'€- stm(x) such that g(?:')

= a, i,e. ae:H([f('i:'J}), we prove that a is a predecessor of alI the

vertices of (g (x), In fact if bE. <g (x) and a is not a predecessor of

b, bis the image of a non-maximal cell~, while, by definition of g,

we have bE. H([f(.:f)}) , Since 6'Cè', and also ;S;c'f, it is b€ftf).

Hence a is not a head of f(~). Contradiction.

By remarking that, Vx€.Gi' , it is g(stm(x)) = g(stm(S')), we can define

the o-pattern h in the following way:
m

h(O') = a vertex of H(g(st (0'))),

The function h is properly C-constant since, if ~ is a maximal celI,

from g(st m ('1:)) = fg(~)} it results h(?;') = g(?:'). Hence, by definition,
m mwe have h(b') e: g(st (G')) = h(st (6')), V~E. C. O



REMARK. - If G is an undirected graph, it is not necessary to

contruct also the o-pattern to obtain a properly quasi-constant functiol

In this case the condition is reduced to h(cr) = a vertex of g(stm(G)).

4) The third normalization theorem for homotopies.
==================================================

Let e,f: S~G be two functions pre-cellular w.r.t. two finite decom

positions C and K of Sand F: SxI~G a complete o-homotopy between

e and f. Then, for every sufficently fine finite cellular decomposition

r of SxI, by Theorem 6, the function F can be replaced by a r-pre-
A A

cellular function h: SxI~G. In order that the function h may also be
A

a homotopy between e and f, the restrictions of h to Sx {o} and SX {l}
A

must coincide with e and f. Hence it is necessary that h characterizes

on SX{O} and Sxf13 two decompositions C and K finer than C and K, since

e and fare properly quasi-constant (see Remark to Definition 10).
A

Nevertheless, as, for example, the value of the function h on Sx{O}

depends from the value assumed by the function F on the maximal cells
/'-

of the star st(C), in general the restriction h/lclis different from

e. Consequently, at first, we must replace the homotopy F by a homo

topy M given by:

e(x) YxE'.S, ytt: [o,i]
M(x,t) = F(x,3t-1) YXE.S, ytE [;,1J

f(x) lfx E'. S, ytE. [;,1J
Then we have to costruct suitable cellular decompositions of the three

cylinders Sx [o,%J, SX [i, ~J and S XH, 1J .

PROPOSITION 7. - Let S be a compact triangulable space, C a finite

cellular decomposition of S, G a finite graph and e: S-7G a properly

C-constant function. If we consider the decomposition L =[ [oJ, ]0, 1[,

{in of I and the product decomposition r = CxL of the cylinder SXI,

then the function F: SXI-'7G, given by F(x,t) = e(x), YxE'.S, yt€-I, is

properly r -constant .

Proof. - We have only to remark that a cell ~ is maximal in r iff

'è' = e:-'XJO J i[, where e:-' is a maximal cell in C. Then it results F(e:-) =

= e ('è"). D

REMARK. - Since the restrictions

they are obviously C-constant.
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So we obtain:

THEOREM 8. -(The third normalization theorem for homotopies). Let S

be a compact triangulable space, G a finite directed graph, C,D two

finite decompositions of Sand e,f: S~G two functions pre-cellular

w.r.t. C and D respectively, which are completely o-homotopic. Then,

from any finite cellular decomposition r2of sxg, 2] of suitable mesh

which induces on the bases SX{~} and SX{~} deco;positions C and D
finer than C and D, we obtain a finite cellular decomposition r of

SxI and a homotopy between f and g which is a r-pre-cellular function.

Proof. - Let F: SXI~G be a complete o-homotopy between e and f. We

de fine the complete o-homotopy M: SXI~G between e and f as in the

introduction of this paragraph. Then, if we consider the restriction

of M to sxf;,i1, we can determine the real number r, upper bound of

the mesh. Now if r2 is a finite cellular decomposition, satisfying

the conditions of the theorem and with mesh < r, we can consider the

cellular decomposition r = ~ U r2 U ~ of the cylinder SXI, such that:

i) r
l

is the product decomposition C'XL
l

of sx[o,;], where L
l

= [{ol,
Jo,%[,H1}· ~
ii) r

3
is the product decomposition D~L3 of sx[~,~ , where L

3
= ai},

]1, 1[, {ln
Then we de fine the function g: SXI-7G, given by:

{

M(6'), V6"E: r-r2,
/'(rS) - -
g - a vertex of H([M('ò')}), V6'é r2 . /' A

Afterwards, by Theorem 6, we construct the o-pattern h of g, by

choosing as element of H({Ì(stm(S'))), the value g($') =- M (6') if 6"6 r - r;,.
A r ABy construction h is a -pre-cellular function. Hence h is the

sought homotopy since h/sxf01= e and 'h/SX [11 = f· D

REMARK. - The finite cellular decomposition r induces on the bases

Sx [01 and S,< [l} t:'he decompositions C and D.

5) The second normaltzation theorem between pairs
===================================================

Given a set A, a non-empty subset A' of A, a finite graph Gand a

subgraph G'of G, we can generalize Definition 4, by considering function

f: A,A "-7'G,G' which are quasi-constant ~7.r.t. a partition P = {X
j
!,

j €. J, of A. In this case i t follows that the image of every X., such
J

tha t X.; n A' :,t;;l, necessary is a vertex of GI. Moreover, if A is a top9.



For proving this
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logical space and A' a subspace of A, we can also generalize the

definition of weakly P-constant. So we have:

PROPOSITION 9. - Let S be a compact space, the filter 1<1' the uniform

ity of S, S' a closed subspace of S, U a closed neighbourhood of S', G

a finite dir~cted graph, G' a subgraph of Gand f:S,U-*G,G' a complet~

ly o-regula; function. If we choose in Ua closed neighbourhood K of

S', We can determine a vicinity Wé W such that, for al l. the W-parti

tions P = {xjJ, j €. J, there exists a function h: S,X ~G, G', which is

completely o-reguldr, weaklyP-constant and completely o-homotopic

to f: S,S'~G,G'.

Proof. - At first there exists a closed neighbourhood K of S',

included in U, since S is normal. Then, by following the proof of

Theorem 3, we determine a vicinity VE;W such that V(AfJn ••• n V(Af) =
1. n

=;1, Yn-tuple al"'" a non-headed of G. Moreover, if 11.1 is the
n ,

trace fil ter of 1<1' on UxU, we obtain, as before, a vicinity Z' E- 1J

such that Z' (A ,f
1

' J lì ...n Z, (A ,f; =.1, Ym-tuple a', ... ,a' non-headed of
m 1 m

G'. Since Z'e 'k/', necessarily it is z, = v1n (UXU), where V1€ V.

Then we choose a symmetric vicini ty w€. W such that Wowç; VnV1 and

W(KJCU. Now, given a W-partition P = [x.}, jE.J, of S, we define a
o J

relation g: S,K~G,G', by putting, for every X., j€.J, the constant
J

value:

[

a vertex of HG([f(X .J}) if x. n K
(X ) = J. J

g j avertexofHG,({f'(Xj)}J lfxjnK

We verify that 9 satisfies the following conditions:

i) g is a function. In fact it results:

a) VX. / X.n K = j:i, the set {f(X .)J is headed in G.
J J . J

we go on as in i) of the proof of Theorem 3.

b) Y x. / X.nK I j'/, the set {f'(X.)} is headed in G'. At first we
J J J

prove that XjCU. Let zE.XjnK, YyE.Xj it is (z,y)€. XjXXjCW, i.e;

X.CW(z)ç;W(K)CU. Then, if we go on as in i) of Theorem 3, we obtain
J -

that {f'(X
j

)] is headed in G'. Moreover, we remark that the vertex

g(x), chosen in HG,({f'(X
j

)}), is also an element of HG([f(X j }), since

f (Xi) = f' (Xj) .
From a) and b) i t follows that there exists g (x), for every x E. S; hencE

o o
g:S,K-">G,G' and the homotopy F:SxI,KxI---7 G,G

g is a function.

ii) andiii) The function

between f and g given by:

__ (f(X)
F( x, t)

g (x)

l'x E- S,

l'x € S,

l't E. [o,M
vuf1,1]
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are completely quasi-regular functions.

a) g: S-+G and F: S"I~G are c. quasi-regular functions. We obtain this

result as in ii) and iii) of Theorem 3.
o e-

b) The restrictions g': K~G' and F': KXI~G' are c. quasi-regular. At

firstwe observe that, by the definition of g, it is g{K)C G' and then

F (KxI) c GI • Secondly we go on as in ii) and iii) of Theorem 3, by

choosing, Vx'~ K, the neighbourhood W{x')n K, rather than W{x'), and

by using the vicinity Z, rather than V. Then, for examp1e, if we suppose

that the m-tuple a;, ... , a~ €- (g I (x '» is non-headed, we obtain the contra

diction x'G. Z'{A'{)() •• .r1Z'{A'~')'
From a) and b) it follows ii) and iii).

Now if we consider any o-pattern h of g, we obtain the sought function.

In fact we have:

i') h: S,K~G,G' is completely o-regular (see [5J, Proposition 15).

ii') h is weakly P-constant by the definition of o-pattern of a quasi

constant function.

iii') h is completely o-homotopic to f: S,S'~G,G'. Since the homotopy
a o

P: S,K~G,G' is c.quasi-regular by iii) and K is open, there exists an

J-pattern E (which is c.o-regu1ar by [5}, Proposition 15) of F. We can

:hoose E such that E(x, O) = f(x) and E{x,l) = h{x), l'x E. S, for f and g

~re c.o-regular i.e.:

~) f(x) € HGkf{x») = HG{<F(x,O»)

VxE-S.

)) f' (x) E: HG I {<f' (x») =
O

= HGd<F I (x, 1)), VxfEK.

~ence the o-pattern h{x) =E{x,l) is c. 0- homotopic to f by E. D

REMARK. - If S is a compact metric space, we can determine a positive

oeal number r and choose partitions P with mesh < r. In fact, we put

~1 = inf{enl (A f
1;·· . ,Af)), Vn-tuple al,···,a non-headed of Gand t 2 =

f' -f,n n
~nf(enl(A1' " . • ,A' )), Vm-tup1e al', ... ,a' non-headed of G' and we, m m

éJ . . b
~hoose E

J
such that W (K) C U. Then the real number r lS gl ven y

. (iI é2. é)
~nf 2'2' J'

THEOREM lO. -(The second normalization theorem between pairs). Let S

'>e a compact space, the filter 1J the uniformity of S, S' a closed sub

,pace of S, G q,finite directed graph, G' a subgraph of G and f:S,S'~

;,G' a completely o-regular function. Then we can determine a closed

!eighbourhood K of S' and a vicinity W€tr such that, for all the W-
o

?artitions P = {X
j
}, j€J, there exists a function h: S,K~G,G', which

,:.c: ~nmnZ.p'j;p.l1J n-Tlp.t7ulnp. f,ìp.nk7.11 P-t'!n'Y1.c:r.nnf; /11'71"1 ~l1m1"'t1o+~1., ..... -~,.,,..,.., ..... +- ..... __.'""
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to f.

Proof· - By Proposi tion 28 of [5J and Theorem 16 of [4] there exists

a closed neighbourhood U of S' and an extension k: S,U-+G,G' which lS

c.o-regular and such that k:S,S'~G,G' is c.o-homotopic to f. Then we

obtain the result by using Proposition 9 for the function k: S,U--"7G,G'.

REMARK. - If G is an undirected graph, the function g can be choosen

quasi-constant. Moreover if S is a compact metric space, we have only

to consider the couples of vertices rather than the n-tuples and to

determine El = inf(d(At.,Af .), V couple a " a, of non-adjacent vertices
'l- J 'l- J

of G, E2 ~ inf(d(Af:A f ')), V couple a,a of non-adjacent vertices of
r s r S

G'. Then, if we put r' = inf(El, E
2
), as in Remark,3 to Theorem 3, we

can choose a covering p = [Xj }, j6 J, with mesh < ~ (see [8], Corol

lary 8).

6) The third normalization theorem between pairs.

Now we consider pairs

C and by a subcomplex

space of IC I. Since we

-7 G,G' balanced by the

12), we put:

of spaces given by a finite cellular complex

C' of C; i t follows that Ic'I is a closed sub

use completely o-regular functions f: [cl,lc'l
open set Ist(C')1 (see [5J, Definitions 6 and

DEFINITION 12. - Let C be a finite complex, C' a subcomplex of C,

G a finite graph and G' a subgraph of G.A function f:/cl,lc'I_G,G'

is called pre-cellular w.r.t. C,C'or C,C'-pre-cellular if:

i) f: ICb Ist(C')!0G,G' is completely o-regular.

ii) f: IC!-7G is properly C-constant.

iii) f: IC/--'?G is properly C-constant in C'.

THROREM 11. - (The third normalization theorem between pairs). Let S

be a compact triangulable space, S' a cZosed trianguZabZe subspace of

S, G a finite directed graph, G' a subgraph of Gand f:S,S'-G,G' a

completeZy o-reguZar function. Then for every finite celZuZar decompo

sition C,C' of the pair S,S', with suitabZe mesh, there exists a func

tion h: S,S'~G,G' which is C,C'-pre-celluZar and compZeteZy o-homo

topic to f.

Proof. - By proceeding as in the proof of Theorem lO, at first we
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C-st(C')

st (C' )

Now (see Theorem 6),

putting at the first step:

i) h(~) = g(~) { r = G if ~ E-
ii) h(~) = a vertex of Hr:g(stm(~))) where r

= G' if G' E-
, m l

iii) h(?1) = a vertex of HG,(g(st (1;"))).

If we define, as before, the images of the cells maximal ln C', at the

second and last step, we put:
( m I

h(e() = a vertex of HG,(h(stc'(e;')))·

Hence h: Ici, Ist(C')I~G,G' is the sought function.O

consider an extension k: S,U~G,G', where U is a closed neighbourhood

of S'. Then, by Remark to Proposition 9, we determine a positive.real

number r = inf(· ~, ;2., é3), where 6
1

= inf(enl(A~, •.. ,Ak)), Vn-t~pIE
k' k' na1 ,···,a

n
non-headed of G, S2 = inf(enl(A l 'é' •. ,A'm )), Vm-tuple al'

... , a~ non-headed of G', E
J

is such that W J (S' ) c u. Since we can

use Ist (C')) as an open neighbourhood of s', now i t is not necessary

to construct, as in Proposition 9, a closed neighbourhood K of S',
• • o

included in U, and to consider the lnterlor K.

Then, if C,C' is a finite decomposition of S,S' with mesh <r, it

results Ist(C')! C ~(S'), since alI the cells have diameter < r.

Afterwards, we construct the c.quasi-regular function g: Ici, Ist(C')I~

G,G' by putting, V6"E- C, (see Proposition 9 and Remark l to Theorem 3):

[

a vertex of H
G

({k(6")}) ifG'f.C-st(C')
g(f>') =

a vertex of HG,({k(~)}) if 'ò'E-st(J').

To construct a c.o-regular o-pattern h, we must separate the cells of

C w.r.t. st(C') as before .Moreover, to obtain h properly quasi-constant,

we must separate the cells of C w.r.t. C'in the following way:

{

l) cells ~ maximal in C
a) cells included in C-C' . C. 2) cells ~ non-maximal in

[

l) cells ~ maximal in C

b) cell.s i.ncludeè in C': 2) cells ~ maximal in C' and non-maximal in C

3) cells 6'" non-maximal in C'

by induction, we construct the o-pattern h, by

REMARK. - If G is an undirected graph, it is not necessary to construct

the extension of the function f: IC I, Ic'l ~ G, G'. In fact, if we determine
r'the upper bound ~ of the mesh as in Remark to Theorem lO, and,conse-

quently, if we consider the cellular decomposition C,C', we can obtain

the strongly regular function g: S, jst(S')!-'J>'G,G', by putting, V<;'E-C:

_ [a vertex of f(6") if 6' E- C-st (C f)

g(6') - a vertex of f(s')nd' if6'E- st(C').

Moreover, in the construction of the o-pattern h, we have only to sepa-
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rate the cells w.r.t. C and C'.

Theorem 8 can be generalized by:

THEOREM 12. - (The third normalization theorem for homotopies of

functions between pairs). Let S be a compact triangulable space, S' a

closed triangulable subspace of S, G a finite directed graph, G' a

subgraph of G, C,C' and D,D' two finite cellular decompositions of S,S'

and e,f: S,S'-7G,G' two functions pre-cellular w.r.t. C,C' and D,D'

respectively, which are completely o-homotopic. Then, from any finite

cellular decomposition r2 , r; of the pair SX [~,~], S'1 [i,~] of 2

suitable mesh, which induces on the pairs of bases S X {-l and S'x {3]
,....,,rv rvl"'-'" 3

decompositions C, C' and D,D' finer than C,C' and D,D', we obtain a

finite cellular decomposition r, l" of the pair SXI, S'xI and a homo

topy between e and f which is a r,r'-pre-cellular function.

Vx E. S,F(x,:3t-1)M(x,t) =

-,
if6'E. r

2
-st

r2
(r

2
)

if6'~ st r/r~).
/\ A •

Hence, by Theorem Il, we construct the o~pattern h of g, by chooslng,

ifG'~ r-r;, as value of h(6'), the value g(~) = M(s'). In this way

Proof. - Since !st(C')! and )st(D')1 are rispectively balancers (see

[SJ, Definition 12) of e and f in S', the open set U = /st(C')Jn Is~(D')1

is a common balancer of e andf. Now let F: Sx.I, S'xI--7G,G' be a >I._

complete o-homotopy between e and f and, by Proposition 30 of [5] we

can construct a closed neighbourhood V of S'xI and a c. o-regular
A

function k: SxI,V-7G,G', which is a homotopy between e and f. Then,
/\

the c.o-homotopy k can be replaced by the c.o-homotopy M given by:

e(x) VXE-S, Vt{. [0,;1
Vt~ H,~]

f(x) Vx [s, Vté"- [~, 1J
and, by considering the restriction of M to SX [;,~J, we determine the

real number r, upper bound of the mesh (see the proof of Theorem Il).

Mareover, if f
2

, r~ is a cellular decomposition, which5atisfies the

canditions of the theorem and with mesh < r, we can construct the

cellular decomposi tion r = r u r u r, 1"= p' U l" U r~ of the pair
12:3 1 2 ù

af cylinders SxI, S'x I, where lì, r; , r'2' . r~ are the product decomposi-

tions, respectively, of CXL1, C'x L
1

, DXL:3' [)ix L:3 (see Theorem 8).

Then we define the function fÌ: SxI, S'x I -"7G, G' by putting:

M (<5'), Vs'E: r -r
2

a vertex of HG([M(<s-')})

a vertex of HG' ({M (G')})
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hcoincideswith MOnSX[O,;] and SX[;,l].D

REMARK. - If G is anundirected graph, itis not necessary to con
A

struct the extension k of the function F. (See Remark to Theorem 11).

7) Case af n subspaces and n subgraphs.
=======================================

The previous results can be easily generalized to the case between

(n+1J-tuples (see [3J, 98b and [5J, S'll).
Let S be a compact topological space, G a finite directed graph,

Sl"",Sn closed subspaces ofS and Gl'" .,Gn subgraphs of G, such

that S. is a subspace of S. and G. a subgraph of G., Vi,j = l, .. . ,n,
, J 1.- J 1.-

j >i. In this case we have to consider functions f: S,Sl'" "Sn----"'"

G,G
1

, •.• ,G
n

between (n+1)-tuples and their restrictions f
1

: Sl-+G1'

· .• ,f:S_G.
n n n

7a) Given a c.o-regular function f:' S;Sl""'S _G,G 1 , •• ·,G , where Sn , n
is compact and Sl"",Sn are closed subspaces, by [5], § 11.6, we can

construct n closed neighbourhoods V. of S., i= l, ... ,n and a c.o-reg-
1.- 1.-

ular extension k: S,V 1 , ... ,V ~G,G1, ••• ,G such that k: S,Sl'" .,S -7, n n n
G,G

1
, ..• ,G is c.o-homotopic to f. Now, for all the pairs V.,S.,

n 1.- 1.-

i = l, ... ,n, we determine a closed neighbourhood K. of S., included
01.-1.-

in Vi' Then, if the filter~ is the uniformity of S, by following the

proof of Proposition 9, we can obtain:

i) a vicinity

non-headed

VeU

of G;

Vr-tuple al"'"

by putting, VX., jE:;[, the
J

ii) vi = l, ••. ,n a vicinity Z. of the trace-filter 1J. of1.J" on U.X U.,
k. k~ 1.- 1.- 1.-

such that z.(A
1

1.-) n ••• n Z.(A 1.-) = l, Vs-tuple a , . • "a non-headed of
1.- 1.- 8 1 s

G., and, consequently, we obtain a vicini ty V.t; 1J / z. = V. n (U.)< U .).
1.- 1.- 1.- 1.- 1.- 1.-

At least, we choose a symmetric vicinity W, such that wow c V n V1 n ...
n V

n
and W(Ki)C. Ui ' i= 1,. .. ,n.

Gi ven, now, a W-parti tion P = {X.}, j E: J, of the space S, we de fine a
o o J

relation g: S,K1,··.,Kn~G,G1,.. ·,Gn

constant value:

a vertex of HG([f(X j )] ) if Xj n K
1 =;1

a vertex of HG ([f1(x.)j) if x. n K I ft' and x
j

nK
2 =;1

g (X .) = 1 J J 1

J .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . ..

a vertex of HG ({fn(X j )}) if X .nK i;f.
J n

n
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Similarly to Proposition 9, we verify that g is c. quasi-regular and

that every o-pattern h of g is c.o-homotopic to f. Hence we can give:

THEOREM 13. - (The second normalization theorem between n-tuples).

Let S,Sl'" "Sn be a (n+l)-tuple of topological spaces, where S is

compact and Sl""'S are closed subspaces of S, G,G
l

, ... ,G a (n+l)-. n n
tuple of finite directed graphs and f: s,Sl""'Sn~G,Gl,... ,Gn a

completely o-regular function. Then, if the filter 1J is the uniformity

of S, we can determine n closed neighbourhoods K. of S., i=l, ... ,n and
1- 1-

a vicinity WIO. 'W" such that, for all the .W-partitions P'= [x:i} j t; J,
o o ~ ~

there exists a function h: S, K
l

, .•• , K
n

--",G,G
l

, ... ,G
n

which is complet!!.

ly o-regular, weakly P-constant and completely o-homotopic to f. O

REMARK l. - If S is a compact metric space, we can determine a posi

tive real number r and consider partitions with mesh < r.

REMARK 2. - If G is an undirected graph, the function g ean be choosen

P-constant. Moreover, since it is not necessary to replace f with an

extension k, we have only to consider a symmetric vicinity W / WoW c
vn vl n ... n v

n
•

7b) Now let C'C l ""'Cn be a (n+l)-tuple of spaces which consists of a

finite cellular complex C and of n subcomplexes Cl "",Cn ' A function

f: IcLlcll, ... ,ICnl~G,Gl,... ,Gn is called pre-cellular w.r.t. C,Cl"'"
C,. if:

n

i)' f: Ici, !st(C
l
)I, ... , Ist(c

n
)/-7 G,G

l
, ... ,G

n
is c.o-regular;

ii) f: Ici ~G is properly C-constant;

iii) f: lCI-?G is properly C-constant in Cl (in C2'·· .,Cn )·

Now, if f: S,S , ... ,S ---'7G,Gl, •.• ,G is a c.o-regular function, where
1 n n

S is a compact triangulable space, Sl'" "Sn closed triangulable sub-

spaces of S, we can consider c.o-regular extension k: S,Ul, ... ,Un~
G G .. h .. l b -' f( ~, E1, 1,· .. ,Gn and·.determlne t e posltlve rea num er r - 1-n 2'2'"''

;"'~1'~2'''''?n) where E. = inf(enl(A~, ... ,A~)), Yr-tuple a l , ... ,ar non-

. k· k. ) lheaded of G, E... = 1-nf(enl(Al1-, ... ,A 1-) , V s .-tup e a l , ... ,a non-
v si 1- si

. "2i ( ) C . 1headed of G., and ~. are such that W S. U., 1-= , ••• ,n.
1- '11- 1- 1-

Given then a finite cellular decomposition C,C l "",Cn of S,Sl"",Sn

with mesh <:. r, we consider the following parti tion of C: DO = C-st (C 1)'

D
l

= st(C )-st(C ), .•• , D = st(C ) and we construct the c.quasi-regular
1 2 n n

function g: Ici, Ist i(C 1 )1 , ... , Ist(C~)I-?G,G1'" .,G~, by putting, VDi ,



V<;'E-D.,-z.
the cells

way:

g(s') = a vertex of HG. ([k (6') J), where GO = G. We separate

of C, besides using tte subsets Di' also in the following
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i) cells included in C C {1)
-1 2)

·1)

ii) cells included ln C
l

-C
2

2)

cells ~ maximal in C

cells s' non-maximal in C

cells ~ maximal in C

cells ~1 maximal in Cl and non-maximal

in C

3) cells 6'1 non-maximal in Cl'

l) cells ~ maximal ln C

2) cells ~1 maximal ln ~ and non-maximal ln C

n+l) cells included ln C
n

n+l)

n+2)

At least, we can construct, by

by putting:

cells ~ maximal in C
l'l n

cells ~ non-maximal in
n

induction, the o-pattern

C .
n

h in n+l steps

in the (n+1) step: h (e( )
n

where, V>- E. C, we put r =

Hence we obtain:

G. if ).6D ..
-z. -z.

in the first

in the second

in the ·third

.......

[

h (1:) = g ('è')

step: h(&) = a vertex of Hr(g(stm(~)))

h(èJ) = a vertex of Hr(g(stm('è:'l)))

{
h(~l) = a vertex of Hr(h(st~ (~l)))

step: 1
h('èi!) = a vertex of Hr(h(st~ (è'2)))

1
step :[h(52 ) = a vertex of Hr(h(st~2(~2)))

h('è:'3) = a vertex of Hr(h(st~ (~)))
2

= a vertex of Hr(h(st~ (e'n)))'
n

THEOREM 14. - (The third normalization theorem between (n+l)-tuples).

Let S,Sl"",Sn be a (n+l)-tuple of topological spaces, where S is a

compact triangulable space, SI" ",Sn are closed triangulable subspaces,

G,Gl, ... ,G
n

a (n+l)-tuple of finite directed graphs and f: S,Sl"",Sn

~ G, Gl' ... ,G
n

a comp le te Zy o-regu lar function .. Then, for every fini te

celluZar aecomposition C'Cl""'C n of S'Sl""'Sn with suitabZe mesh,

there exists a function h: S,Sl"",Sn-7G,Gl , .. ·,Gn pre-ceZZuZar W.r .

. t. C,Cl,,,,,C
n

and completely o-homotopic to f. D

By a procedure similar to that one used ln the proofs of Theorems 8
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and 12, we also obtain:

THEOREM 15. - (The third normalization theorem for homotopies of

functions between Cn+l)-tuples). Let S,Sl"",Sn be a (n+1)-tuple of

topological spaces, where S is a compact tr~angulable space, Sl" .. ,

Sn are closed triangulable subspaces, G,G
1

, ,G
n

a {n+1)-tuple of

finite direèted graphs, C'C 1""'C
n

and D,D], ,D
n

two finite

cellular'decompositions of S,Sl"",Sn and e,f: s'Sl""'Sn~G,G1"'"

Gn two functions pre-cellular w.r.t. c,cl""'C
n

and D,D],.",D
n

respectively, which are o-homotopic. Then, from anyfinite cellular

decomposition of the (n+])-tuple sxf;,~], Slx[i,~],···, Snx[i,~J, of

suitable mesh, which induces on the bases decompositions finer than

c,c]""'Cn and D,D], ... ,D
n

, we obtain a finite cellular decomposition

r, r], ... , r
n

of the (n+1)-tuple SxI, S]XI, ... , SnXI, and a homotopy

between e and f, which is a pre-cellular function w.r.t. r,r], ... ,rn.D

8) Case of homotopy groups.
===========================

Since the n-cube In is a triangulable compact manifold, we can apply

the results of the previous paragraph~ to the case of absolute and

relative n-dimensionaI groups of regular homotopy. So we can choose,

as representative of any homotopy class, a loop which is pre-cellular

w.r.t. a suitable cellular decomposition of In. Now, the cellular

decompositions of In which are relevant for applications, are the

triangulations and the subdivisions into cubes (the latteI' are deter-
n

minated by a partition into k parts of equal size of every edge of I ).

To construct the absolute groups Q (G,v) we consider o-regular loops
• n. n

i.e. o-regular functions f: In,In~G,v where In is the boundary of I

and v a vertex of G, whereas, in the case of relative groups Q (G,G',v)
n

we use the o-regular relative loops, i.e. o-regular functions
n 'n n-l n-l n

f: I ,I,J -"7G, G',v where J. is the union of the (n-])-faces of I ,
• n-l

different from the face x = O. Since the subspaces I , J are an
n n

union of faces of In, theyare.closed subspaces, which can be triangu-

lated and subdivided into cubes. So, by applying the third normali

zation theorem (see Theorems Il and 14), directly we obtain:

THEOREM 16. - On the previaus assumptions, in every o-homotopy class

of the group Q (G,v) (resp. Q (G,G',v)) there exists a loop which is
n n

pre-cellular w.r.t. a suitable triangulation (subdivision into cubes)
n

of I .
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Proof. - Let cl. be an o-homotopy class and fE. o{ a loop. By [4], The

orem 15 and its generalization, we can replace f by a c.o-regular

function gE ~. Moreover, by Theoremsll and 14, we can replace g by

a function h E. cl.. which satisfies the sought condi tions, since there

always exist triangulations and subdivisions into cubes with mesh < r,

where r is a predeterminate real number. D

REMARK. - If G is a finite undirected graph, we obtain Property 13

of [8J again. Nevertheless, we remark that the meaning of properly

quasi-constant function of Definition lO is weaker than that one glven

there. In fact, now, the constant value of a celI ~ is equal to the

value of a maximal celI ~ é st(~), whileas, before, the value of ~

must also correspond to that one of a celI of properly upper dimensiono

To obtain the third normalization theorem for homotopies, we recall

that the cellular decomposition~ r~ and r2 are product decompositions.

Consequently, we have:

i) To obtain a triangulation of I~I, first we must triangulate every

prism of the product. To this aim, we remark that it can be done by
,...,. ""retaining the same triangulations C and D on the respective bases.

ii) Whileas, to obtain a subdivision of InX I into k
n

+
1 cubes Cwhere

k is a multiple of 3), we muat complete the subdivision of InX [i,;]
into 2kn +1 cubes, by giving a subdivision into cubes of the parallel-

J
èpipeda of the product cellular decompositions rl and r2 ·

Then we have:

THEOREM 17. - On the previous assumptions, Zet f,g be two o-homo

topic Zoops which are pre-ceZZuZar w.r.t. the trianguZations T and T'

(subdivisions into cubes Q and Q') of In. Then, between f and g there

exists a homotopy which is pre-ceZZuZar w.r.t. a suitable tri~nguZation

(subdivision into cubesJ, which induces on InX {ol and Inx [l} triang~

lations (subdivisions into cubes) finer than T an~ T' (than Q and Q'J.D

REMARK l. - If G is a undirected graph we obtain Property 14 of [8]

again. Moreover now we can avoid the extension k of the c.o-regular

function, by choosing as image of a celI S, whose closure intersects

the basis S X {o1 (s x [11 J, the value of any maximal celI of et n (s )< {.o~

(~nrSX[l})J.

REMARK 2. - The subdivision into cubes is useful to obtain the regu

lar homotopy groups by blocks of vertices of G. CSee [lO] ).
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